. All values are electronic energies (ZPE-uncorrected) obtained at DSD-PBEP86-D3(BJ)/def2-QZVP (upper row in each cell) and PW6B95-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP (lower row) levels of theory.
: DFT results for SPH + and MCH + isomers. Diagonal elements are isomer energies (kJ/-mol) with respect to that of the TTT form of MCH + . Blue off-diagonal elements are isomerization barriers for rotation around single bonds in MCH + or inversion of the five-membered ring in SPH + . Yellow cells are estimated barriers for isomerization around the central double bond in MCH + . Red cells show proton-exchange barriers between MCH + and SPH + (O and N protonation) . All values are electronic energies (ZPE-uncorrected) obtained at DSD-PBEP86-D3(BJ)/def2-QZVP (upper row in each cell) and PW6B95-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP (lower row) levels of theory. Table S3 : Excitation energies ∆E (nm) and oscillator strengths f osc in length form for the first 10 transitions in the trans merocyanine isomers calculated at the TDA-B2GP-PLYP/def2-TZVP level of theory. Table S5 : Excitation energies ∆E (nm) and oscillator strengths f osc in length form for the first 10 transitions in the spyropyran isomers calculated at the TDA-B2GP-PLYP/def2-TZVP level of theory. 
